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The Rheo Story
Rheo is a social video platform that delivers a curated stream of short-form videos personalized to viewers' tastes and 
viewing habits.  

Rheo is inventing a new video viewing experience through a personalized content stream. 

Rheo presents videos that you can watch or skip. These simple interactions teach Rheo what you like and don’t like. The 
experience makes discovery fun and effortless by eliminating search and delivering content according to mood.  By 
curating relevant short-form video and delivering it through a personalization algorithm, Rheo brings together an 
engaged community of like-minded individuals who all value the power of video. 

iOS Apps pioneer Alan Cannistraro and Apple News architect Charles Migos realized that great content had become 
increasingly hard to find and required lots of navigation and decision-making, stunting  
consumption and enjoyment.  So, they set out to create a social channel that curates and delivers what you like. By 
marrying the latest technology with advanced social features and a seamless interface, Rheo eliminates the paradox of 
choice and cuts through the content clutter.  

As the first social channel to bring together the best parts of video viewing and social networks,  
Rheo is to video what ‘news feed’ is to news and ‘discover weekly’ is to music.  

Just you watch. 



How Does Rheo Work?

Rheo curates the best short-form videos and synthesizes them into a single 
personalized stream that you can watch or skip. These simple interactions teach Rheo 
what you like and don’t like, leading to even better videos to watch. Every user has 
their own personal Rheo Stream that is a collection of videos curated just for them. 

Rheo eliminates traditional navigation by publisher, genre or chart position and 
instead asks you to pick your mood – Taste, Learn, Inform, Spark, Chill, Laugh. Rheo 
plays the most appropriate content, ranked across several dimensions, including 
trends, your interests, time-of-day, etc. and creates a fun and effortless experience to 
maximize video discovery and enjoyment. 



Rheo Founders
Alan Cannistraro 
Founder and CEO 

Alan Cannistraro is the founder and CEO of a new kind of entertainment destination called Rheo. Cannistraro has spent his career as a 
creative and innovative product engineer and designer focused on consuming and controlling media. He founded Rheo as a future-looking 
viewing experience for the swipe generation to easily find, watch and share the best videos on the web using ambient technology that 
embodies the future of TV. 

After more than a decade at Apple creating many of the company’s first iOS media apps, including architecting and engineering iBooks and 
iTunes U, Cannistraro went on to start and lead Facebook’s Creative Labs app team, where he built the widely lauded AutoPlay Video and 
developed News Feed features, including the “Year in Review”. 

Charles Migos 
Co-Founder and CPO 

Charles Migos is the co-founder and chief product officer at Rheo, the entertainment destination that simplifies the video universe for the 
swipe generation. Migos co-founded Rheo to create an entertainment experience that is unmatched in the current digital video environment 
and offers viewers an intelligent and elegant way of consuming the best videos on the web. 

Migos has over twenty years of experience in product design and leadership and has developed numerous innovative and award-winning 
products. As design manager at Apple, Migos built and led the team responsible for Apple News, iBooks and Notes. Also at Apple, he 
directed interface design around remote control devices for broadcast partners and led design efforts for Apple Motion and Shake. He led 
interaction design for Microsoft’s entertainment media products, spanning Xbox, mobile, Windows, and peripherals. 
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